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Nation Safe Drivers

Benefits Backed by an “A” Rated Insurance Carrier
Value-added enhancements guaranteed.

3 & 5 year programs available

No deductible

No replacement cost limits*

Tire Protection and Wheel / Rim Protection
Covered Road Hazard
Potholes, rocks, wood debris, metal parts, plastic scraps, composite scraps, or any item causing tire damage
beyond normal wear and tear
Flat Tire Coverage
You will be reimbursed for the full amount of charges incurred for the repair of flat tires caused by a road hazard
Tire Replacement
Reimbursement is provided should the tire become non-repairable due to impact leads, snags, cuts, punctures,
or other road hazards
Wheel / Rim Replacement
Reimbursement is provided for expenses arising out of the repair or replacement of wheels rendered unserviceable due to failure of the wheel covered under your contract
Mounting / Balancing and Taxes
Reimbursement is provided for any tire covered by your agreement. We will absorb the cost of all local and state
taxes, where applicable, as required as part of a covered repair up to the coverage limit on your contract.
Whenever you are driving, you’ll like the secure feeling of knowing that you are protected by the Nation Safe
Drivers Tire & Wheel Road Hazard Protection Plan.
Fast response and excellent service are just two reasons why millions of motorists rely on Nation Safe Drivers
for on-the-road protection.
Refer to contract for full coverage details.

Experience the RED Shield Difference.
At RED Shield, we do things differently. That includes our ancillary product offerings such as Tire and Wheel
Protection. Unlike many other tire and wheel products that have numerous limits, exclusions, and/or benefit
maximums, our program has none! We have no limit on the number of tires that we will replace, no limit on the
benefits paid out.
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